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Set up for Slow Stochastics/OBV Scan demonstrated at
ChartCon

There was a cool scan demonstrated st ChartCon using Slow Stochastics (39,1) and OBV. Does anyone remember

the exact setup criterea for this? It returned some interesting results.

obv  stochastics  chartcon  scan

Great question John, and thanks Chip for looking up the criteria, that helps alot.

So based on "Slow Stochastics %K (39,1) crossing over the 50 line, confirmed by OBV crossing over it's 30-day

SMA."

We could enter these criteria using the Basic Standard Scan Engine. See the link and snapshot below.

Note the Slow Sto has two parameters, the first is the period for %K and the second is %D which is a SMA signal line

of %K over a set period. So in this case we have set the %D to 1, (note a 1 day SMA of something is equal to itself, so

it plots directly behind the underlying value, thus it disappears).

So the Slow Stochastic indicator has 2 parameters, %K and %D, when I can't remember which is which, I just look

under the article on Slow Stoc, or I just plot it, say the Slow Stoc (20,5) then I can easily see which is the raw data and

which is the average of it.

Here's a snapshot of the Basic scan input page, and also a shot of the chart setup I would use for a visual check of

the scan. Note: For scan verification I set up a chart with only the criteria I'm looking for, eliminate everything else,

even the price plot if that is not part of your scan criteria.

http://stockcharts.com/def/servlet/SC.uscan?s=I.N|G.0|USAD[T.T_EQ_S]![T.C_EQ_U]![DAS0,20,TV_GT_40000]!

[DBI0,39,1_CR_50]![DBW0_CR_DBX0,30]
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http://stockcharts.com/h-sc/ui?s=AEE&p=D&b=9&g=0&id=p84586071328&a=241780296

I hope this gives you some new ideas, happy scanning.

I found this in the Chart School section as added material.

http://stockcharts.com/school/doku.php?id=chart_school:trading_strategies:the_last_stochastic_

Hope this helps Peace Trade_to_Live
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Unfortunately, I didn't save it after I completed the demo and my mind is still fried from everything that happened at the

conference. If someone else doesn't re-post it here soon, I'll probably be able to dig it out of the audio recording files

in a couple of days. Stay tuned...

Ah... Here it is: Slow Stochastics %K (39,1) crossing over the 50 line, confirmed by OBV crossing over it's 30-day

SMA.
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